
With some bit of relief, I am glad to see the mid-term elections now behind us as another cloud of
uncertainty is removed. However, in reality, I suspect the outcome of the elections will have much
less impact on the markets than most currently think. Barbara Kollmeyer penned a note earlier this
week for MarketWatch:

"For financial markets, one takeaway mattered above all others in the midterm
election?no curveballs. And that?s basically what was delivered as pundits who got it so
wrong in 2016, correctly forecast the end of one-party rule this time. With Dems calling
the shots in the House, we could see no end to investigations, subpoenas and possibly
impeachment talk and a hard push for POTUS to cough up those tax returns. All that
may slow down President Donald Trump?s MAGA plans."

While that is entirely true, I think the markets are going to quickly look past the now "gridlocked"
Congress to the more important drivers of the market - earnings and share buybacks. As I noted
in yesterday's missive on rising headwinds to the market, earnings expectations have already
started to get markedly ratcheted down for the end of 2019.
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More importantly, beginning in 2019, the quarterly rate of change in earnings will drop markedly
and head back towards the expected rate of real economic growth. (Note: these estimates are as
of 11/1/18 from S&P and are still too high relative to expected future growth. Expect estimates to
continue to decline which allow for continued high levels of estimate "beat" rates.)

So, really, despite all of the excitement over the outcome of the mid-terms, such is really unlikely to
mean much going forward. The bigger issue to focus on will be the ongoing impact of rising interest
rates on major drivers of debt-driven consumption such as housing and auto sales. Combine that
with a late stage economic cycle colliding with a Central Bank bent on removing accommodation
and you have a potentially toxic brew for a much weaker outcome than currently expected. Of
course, the one thing that a "gridlocked" Congress can likely agree on is "more spending."•While
there will likely not be any funding approved for "boarder walls," immigration reform, or further
defense spending, they can probably reach an agreement for an "infrastructure spending" bill. The
problem, as President Obama found out when he tried it, is that:

"Shovel ready jobs weren't all the shovel ready."•

Furthermore, most of the things that will likely be funded are "pet projects" from Congressional
members which have very low returns on investment. As Woody Brock wrote in his book "American
Gridlock:"•

"Country A•spends $4 Trillion with receipts of $3 Trillion. This leaves Country A with a
$1 Trillion deficit. In order to make up the difference between the spending and the
income, the Treasury must issue $1 Trillion in new debt. That new debt is used to cover
the excess expenditures, but generates no income leaving a future hole that must be
filled. Country B•spends $4 Trillion and receives $3 Trillion income. However, the $1
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Trillion of excess, which was financed by debt, was invested into projects, infrastructure,
that produced a positive rate of return. There is no deficit as the rate of return on the
investment funds the 'deficit' over time."

There is no disagreement about the need for government spending. The disagreement is with the
abuse, and waste, of it. Keynes? was correct in his theory. In order for government•?deficit?
•spending to be effective, the•?payback?•from investments being made through debt must yield a
higher rate of return than the debt used to fund it. The problem, as noted by Dr. Brock, is that
government spending has shifted away from productive investments, like the Hoover Dam, that
create jobs•(infrastructure and development)•to primarily social welfare, defense and debt service
which has a negative rate of return. •According to the•Center On Budget & Policy Priorities,•nearly
75% of every tax dollar goes to non-productive spending.•

In other words, the U.S. is•?Country A.?• As Dr. Brock aptly stated in his speech:
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?Today we are borrowing our children?s future with debt. We are witnessing the
?hosing? of the young.'?

So, yes, the markets may love a "gridlocked Congress"•as the restriction of "Trumponomics" will
remove some of the daily angsts. However, longer-term, the trend of spending, deficits, and
demographics will continue to weigh heavily on American prosperity. Just something to think about
as you catch up on your weekend reading list.
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?Stupidity has a knack of getting its way."•-•Albert Camus

Questions, comments, suggestions ? please email me.
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